
THE NEXT BIG PASSIVE INCOME PRINTER ON

THE BINANCE SMART CHAIN NETWORK



INTRODUCTION

Vitalik's Kitchen is a 100% fully 

Decentralized BNB Mining investment 

dApp. It simulates gold mining, but instead 

of gold, you will actually mine BNB coins.

The base ROI is 0.5-3% per day. You hire 

miners (Chefs), and they do the work for 

you while you sleep. The more BNB you 

invest/stake, the more miners (Chefs) you 

will be able to hire.

Dapp: vkitchen.tech

https://vkitchen.tech/


Vkitchen contract code is written in solidity 
language and is open source/visible 
on bscscan.com 

The contract is rug free with no 
backdoor/vulnerability and immutable, 
meaning there are no functions that the 
dev/hacker can use to drain or change the 
contract operations. 

The probability of VK contract getting empty is 
highly unlikely due to our 0.5%-3% maximum 
daily return & considering that many users are 
compounding their daily returns for larger 
future profits.

Verified Smart Contract



In April 30th 2022, a Talented 
programmer, Alex Shrem by 
name created a Decentralized 
Finance (De-Fi) application 
called Vitalik’s Kitchen

ABOUT VKITCHEN

This application is built on the most famous 

blockchain “BSC” to execute millions of 

transactions safely per micro second without 

the need of any 3rd party intermediary. It 

serves as a decentralized banking system



How does this platform work?
This platform works similarly to a financial market, where an 

asset has intrinsic value that is relative to the supply or demand 

of a said asset. Chefs are purchased with a pre-determined 

currency called BNB at a price comparable to Chefs current 

efficiency rate. After the Deposit is performed, they work for 

you immediately to give you the best yield on your investment 

for as long as possible. Like any other asset bought and sold 

on an open market, the Chefs price will fluctuate over time, as 

will the Chefs efficiency rate, as you re-deposit, compound 

earnings, and as well as sell profits (Devour Dishes). To put it, 

the more demand for the Chefs, the more they will increase in 

value and the more yield they will produce. Inversely, when the 

demand decreases, so will the value of the Chefs and their 

daily return on investment.









AFFILIATE PROGRAM

Levels Referral Bonus

Level 1 10%

Level 2 2%

Level 3 1%



HOW TO MINE BNB IN VITALIK’S KITCHEN
Enter BNB Amount > Enter Kitchen > Compound > Withdraw > Profit!

Step 1. Download Trust Wallet/Metamask From play store or app store
Step 2. Fund your wallet with BNB
Step 3. Connect your Wallet to Vkitchen using BNB Smart Chain
Step 4. Enter BNB Amount and Click on Enter the Kitchen (Deposit)

Note: You cannot withdraw this deposit.

Step 5. You can compound manually AKA “Withdraw and redeposit" using the Devour and Enter
Kitchen method to increase your Chefs.
Step 6. Alternatively, you can Claim Your Rewards for the current BNB value you have earn, and your 
rewards will begin filling again.

Rewards will continue filling the Your Rewards with BNB non stop

It is not necessary, nor recommended, to keep your computer device on to mine. The contract 
will automatically authorize your Chefs to mine whether you are connected to the site or not. 
Be green, save on electricity and turn off your computer when you are not using it.



Strategies & Additional Information



Vitalik’s Kitchen is for users who want long term profits and 
sustainability. It is not for people who want instant profits.

Vitalik’s Kitchen is not to be confused with staking farms. Chefs are not 
bought, they're hired, therefore can not be sold. Once Chefs are hired 
they work for you indefinitely, providing you with an unlimited 
amount of BNB at a starting rate of 0.5%-3% daily.

Our algorithm allows every participant to profit handsomely, no 
matter their strategy but it will not allow any single participant to have 
an unfair advantage over other participants.

While the Vitalik’s Kitchen algorithm makes sure that all participants 
receive their fair share of rewards, it also favours its most supportive 
participants through its compounding option AKA “Withdraw &
Redeposit".

#1 Strategy



Strategies are personal: you either 
strictly compound AKA “Claim & 
Redeposit", strictly Devour Your BNB or 
you do a healthy combination of both. 
In our opinion the best strategy is to 
compound as often as profitable, 
considering transaction gas. Once 
you're happy with your daily, weekly or 
monthly results, take profits as often as 
you see fit and simply continue 
compounding the rest.

#2 Strategy



Keep in mind that the 0.5%-3% is not 
completely constant, it will vary 
slightly based on a combination of 
factors, including your personal 
hiring, Claiming, compounding 
habits and the habits of the 
community as a whole. Your 
personal habits hold much more 
weight in regards to your overal
personal returns. Also remember, 
just as that number can decrease it 
also increases based on a 
combination of those same habits.

#3 Strategy



After hiring any number of Chefs, you will 
begin to see returns very close to the 
advertised 0.5%-3% daily, this number will 
rise and/or fall based on the factors 
explained above. We will not attempt to 
share any exact numbers because it's a 
little too complicated due to the 
cryptocurrency market volatility. Vitalik’s
Kitchen is a complete and 100% fully 
automated De-Fi, no developer interaction 
is necessary.

#4 Strategy



What Happens If I Always Claim My Rewards?

If you always Claim, your 

daily percentage will drop 

dramatically and will not 

receive the highest daily 

returns. This is the anti-

whale mechanism that 

helps so the TVL is not 

drained.

As long as there is TVL in the contract then there will always be rewards. 

The hungry people who claim too much get punished and get lower and lower 

rewards.



Sustainability
Unlike its predecessors 
which paid 100% daily, 
causing instant and 
massive inflation, 
Vitalik’s Kitchen pays a 
modest 0.5%-3% daily.

Mining Efficiency

Vitalik’s Kitchen pays aprox. 0.5-3% daily, according to the current mining 
efficiency rate. The mining efficiency rate rises and falls as you and other 
players hire Chefs, compound earnings and Claim BNB Rewards.



Name: Vitalik’s Kitchen

Main Dapp: ==> https://vkitchen.tech

Contract Address: ==> 0x0dA99b47F3E2a31f40ABc53994a20a2a1DB76671

Verified Code: ==>

https://bscscan.com/address/0x0dA99b47F3E2a31f40ABc53994a20a2a1DB766

71#code

KYC: ==> Dev DOXX

Telegram: ==> https://t.me/vitalikkitchen

Twitter: ==> https://twitter.com/vitalikkitchen

Project Details

https://vkitchen.tech/
https://bscscan.com/address/0x0dA99b47F3E2a31f40ABc53994a20a2a1DB76671#code
https://t.me/vitalikkitchen




FACTS

WEb3.0 Base

Sustainable & Secured

Secured Smart Contract

No 3rd Party

De-Fi Protocol

Decentralized Banking

Blockchain Focus

Transparent & Democratic

NO Experience Needed

Anyone Can Join

No Certificate Needed

Unlimited Access

No Mandatary Referral

The System Does The Work

NO Backdoor

All Funds Are Safe



OUR ROAD MAP

Q1 
2022

After much work on my mega ecosystem 

project “Cash Printer” an idea of building the 

most sustainable BNB De-Fi Miner was 

conceived

In April, Vkitchen was Launched successfully. 

The world was ready for a decentralized 

banking system and they did embrace it

PROJECT LAUNCH

We have grown the community to over 113,000 

transactions recorded on the blockchain and it’s

time to go straight to the moon with the speed 

of light. We have all it takes  as a community to 

rewrite the biggest story in the history of De-Fi

MARKETING

Just so you know, Alex is a very talented programmer 

who have people at heart. I will deploy the NFT

marketplace by 2023. some good percentage of the

royalty feed will be allocated into vkitchen pool for 

longevity

NFTs MARKETPLACE  COLLECTION

Members will be able to buy into hidden gem 

projects before anyone else does, then resell it into 

the market upto even 10,000%

LAUNCHPAD RELEASE

We grow by helping others. With our DEX & 

CHARITY, we will extend help to the less privileged, 

needy, orphans, widows, prisoners, countries 

suffering from war, clmate change and lots more…

DEX & CHARITY

PROJECT INFRASTRUCTURE

Q2 
2022

Q3-Q4
2022

Q1 –Q2 
2023

Q1-Q2 
2023

Q3-Q4 
2023

https://t.me/cashprinters




TERMINOLOGIES
01.

Digital currency, which is an alternative form of 

payment created using encryption algorithms.

A dairy that is decentralized, distributed ledger that 

stores the record of ownership of digital assets. Any 

data stored on blockchain is unable to be modified, 

making the technology a legitimate disruptor for 

industries like payments, cybersecurity and healthcare.

BLOCKCHAIN

The future of the internet. The vision for this new 

blockchain-based web includes cryptocurrencies, 

NFTs, DAOs, DeFi, Metaverse, and more.

Web3 offers a read/write/own version of the web, in 

which users have a financial stake in and more 

control over the web communities they belong.

WEB3.0

A digital code used to exchange assets including shares, 

money, or property without the need for any intermediates.

SMART CONTRACT

An application built on a decentralized network that consists of a 

smart contract backend and a user interface frontend. DApps are 

'permissionless,' meaning anyone is free to use them. Indeed, 

many DApps include smart contracts others have written. They 

are also transparent and ‘trust less,’ meaning anyone can verify 

their authenticity and functionality.

DAPP

A cryptocurrency (formerly known as Binance Coin) stands for 

“””Build and Build.” Along with fueling transactions on BNB Chain

BNB

CRYPTOCURRENCY

02.

03.

04.

05.DEFI (DECENTRALIZED FINANCE
An emerging technology that removes third parties and 

centralized institutions from financial transactions.

06.

07.



COMPOUND INTEREST ON COMPOUNDING 1.5% DAILY 

Amount Invested TIME Monthly Return $ROI

$200 1 Month $90 290

$200 2 Months $189.2 389.22

$200 3 months $381 $581

$200 4 Months $762 $962

$200 5 Months $1,528 $1,728

$200 6 Months $3,054 $3,254

This compound interest formular is applicable from 0.5% - 3% daily






